Hi All
These are your friendly neighborhood mismanagement notes!
Attendees: People's Cunt, Bumper, Too Buisy, Sweeps, Did'Ya, S&M&M&M,
CockCage SureCock, SuperHole, Splat, Klitty, Bench
Location and time of Mismanagement
it was decided that the Mismanagement would rotate it's location every month. We
Will try to have it on the east side, the north side, down town and central. The
Mismanagement will be the second Tuesday of the month, and remain at 7L00 pm
Red Dress Run:
The hash raised 1300 for charity and had about 86 participants.
Based on the incidents at the Hash Saturday Morning Taco was Banned for a
minimum of 1 year for the violence and Red was Banned for a minimum of 1 year
for falsely accusing other hashers of attacking her and Taco. They may petition
mismanagement in July 2018 to be unbanned.
Based on the incident Friday night, we want to emphasize the importance of safety
in our usual toung and cheek way by having a safety hash later this year.
We also will contact Bob and BlowCocks about there wishes regarding the table
and fridge that they donated to the raffle. The table was damaged and will be
repaired before we do anything with it.
Upcuming Hashes,
The old man hash will be a $5 hash.
There was rumors that Betty had requested a $7 hash for the July 29th Cum as
your name Hash. This was approved if she wants it.
Hash de Tucson planning will begin in a few weeks. HdT will be November 10-12.
No location has been set. We have a few volunteers but will take all the help we
can get. A follow up post on HdT will be posted latter.
Sweeps has requested a special Monday Solar Eclipse Hash for August 21st. This
was approved.
Start times
Mismanagment wants to encourage Hares away with in 20minutes of the hour.
We discussed moving the start times for fall and winter. A non-binding opinion poll
will be posted once I figure out how to do it from my phone. This will be voted on
at the next Mismanagement.
Current Bans
There was a request to review and discontinue Abue's Ban. This will be discussed
further and voted on at the next Mismanagement.
Discussions:
These are current discussions taking place with no plans for votes.
Hare compensation,
Hash costs
Standards for planing a Hash

Hare School
Creating a get out of snare free card (snare card)
Filling the Calander with place holder events to keep it full so that when visitors
cum they see we have events scheduled.
Reminders
Hashers, even the hares may refuse to participate in traditions of the Hash. The
goal of the Hash is to be fun and have a good time.
So if a hare is snared they are not obligated to get Floured but if they are game it
is part of the fun fear factor of hareing that makes it exciting.
Please sign up for the Meet Me events, this used to be a good resource for new
members when we have had several people sign up.
The next Mismanagement will be August 8th at 7pm
May the Hash go in peace!

